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Abstract 
ante and more varied assembly techniques. 

A detailed study of the disk-and-washer structure 
using SUPERFISH has shown that the physical geometry A schematic of the DAW geometry with different geo- 
can be optimized to make the structure more efficient metrical quantities defined is shown in Fig. 3. Opti- 
than previously reported. The calculated ZT2 is mum gap, g, and optimum disk width, tD, as a function 
equal to that of an equivalent LAMPF cavity (neglect- of beta can be determined from Fig. 4. The washer ge- 
ing any losses associated with the side-coupler slots) ometry for the calculations summarized in Figs. 1 and 2 
for fi = 0.6 and is 30% higher for fi = 1.0. Several did not have a bulb on its outer extremity, that is, 
techniques for supporting the washer were studied in RR = 0 and tR = t,. Other parameters not given in the 
addition to the conventional “L” supports. Two types figures are L = EX/4, t, = 0.35 cm, RN = 0.25 cm, RH = 
of supports, the “TO” that supports two washers from 1.1 cm and 0 = 300. Effects associated with a bulb on 
every other disk with a T, and radial supports in the the washer extremity are presently being investigated. 
washer plane, improve left-right symmetry and reduce 
the tuning effort required to achieve a satisfactory Although high ZT2 can be obtained with DAW geom- 
field distribution. Effects of these supports on etries using large RC, reasons other than mechanical 
tuning procedures are discussed. ones limit the maximum radius selected for most appli- 

cations. Studies of frequency dispersion curves as a 
Introduction function of RC demonstrated that second neighbor coup- 

ling, k2, increases considerably and this increase has 
The disk-and-washer structure, DAW, introduced by 

Andreev, 1 
a significant effect on the shape of the dispersion 

created a great deal of interest 2,7 because curves. For RC :, 17 cm at. 1.35 GHz, the TI /2 mode 
of a significant increase in group velocity - a factor will experience mode overlapping and/or mode inter- 
of 10 improvement over the side-coupled structure used ference from modes between the n/2 and TI modes. 
for LAMPF4 at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory In addition, the n/2 mode group velocity begins to 
(LASL). Although the calclllated rf efficiency of the decrease. These effects appear at a similar RC for 
DAW structure was slightly lower than an equivalent all beta. For this reason, a maximum value of 17 cm 
LASL cavity, benefits associated with a high group was set for all 1.35 GHz DAW geometries. Under this 
velocity made the structure attractive for proton and constraint modes that normally (with k2 = 0) wouldn’t 
electron linacs. The only disadvantage of the struc- cause interference will be at least 0.15 GHz distant 
ture was its larger overall radius when compared to an from the lr/2 operating mode, Even with this restric- 
equivalent on-axis coupled structure. 5 tion %T2 is 30% higher than t!lat of an equivalent LAST, 

cavity for fi = 1.0. 
A further study of the DAW geometry using the com- 

puter program SUPERFISH’ was necessary to investigate PIGMI Geometry 
washer support effects, structure tolerances and mode 
behavior. This studv showed that the DAW geometry The DAW geometry selected for PIGM18 had to meet 
could be further optimized resulting in rf efficiencies specific mechanical constraints for an accelerator 
higher than reported earlier3 - up to 85% higher for 1.0 operating at 1.32 GHz. To avoid difficulties dis- 
beta cavities. cussed above and to provide compatibility with avail- 

able pipe size, RC was fixed at 16.6 cm. A support 
Experimental measurements using aluminum models knob or bulb was added at the outer extremity of the 

were undertaken to determine suitable washer support washer to provide a reasonable surface area for mount- 
techniques, assembly methods and rf properties not ing radial supports, the web thickness, tw, was 
predictable by SUPERFISH, The most suitable washer increased to 0.4 cm to allow space for internal cool- 
Support was a set. of radial posts that connected the ing channels, and a larger beam bore hole was required 
washer directly to the outer cylinder in the washer to mate with jigging that would be used during assem- 
plane. This paper presents results of the calcula- bly brazing operations. Results of calculations nor- 
tions and measurements. malized to 1 MV/m average on-axial electric field are 

listed in Table 1 for the PIGMI geometries. 
Calculations 

A comparison of ZT2 at 1.32 GHz as a function of 
Optimization calculations for the DAW geometry were beta is shown in Fig. 5 for the LASL cavity, the DAW 

made maintaining the n/2 accelerating mode frequency with a support knob and the DAW without a support 
equal to the n/2 coupling mode freq(JenCy. Effective knob. The DAW geometry has a higher ZT2 for beta 
shunt impedance, ZT2, at 1.35 GHz is shown in Fig. 1 as greater than 0.6. Because calculations for the DAW 
a function of the outer cylinder radius, RC, for four geometry included losses in the coupling cavity, it is 
betas, e, from 0.4 to 1.0. The 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 geom- expected that experimental results will show a greater 
etries attained maximum values of 34, 59 and 81 m/m, difference in favor of the DAW geometry. 
respectively. The 8 = 1 .O geometry has a maximum of 
115 m//m at a larger RC than shown in the figure - much Terminations and Washer Supports 
higher than 69 m/m for an equivalent optimized LASL 
6 = 1.0 cavity7 at 1.35 GHz. Radii for the washer and Three different termination schemes, for a ,8 = 1.0 
the disk as a function of the outer cylinder radius are DAW geometry, are illustrated in Fig. 6 - half cavity, 
given in Fig. 2. Note that the radii overlap at ~16 cm full cavity and a full cavity attached to a coaxial 
for B = 0.4 and at Cl2 cm for P = 1.0. The geometry coupler excited in a TEM-like mode. For the geometries 
without overlapping radi.i offers better vacuum conduct- studied, rf losses in the full cavity (full cavity with 

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy. 
coaxial coupler) are 1.06 to 1.42 (1.08 to 1.51) times 

iVisitor from Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, 
that of an equivalent full cavity without termination 
for betas from 0.4 to 1.0. 

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJlJO 
Numerous schemes for coup- 
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ling from an external rf source to the termination 
cavity can be employed. 

Two locations for the washer support were deter- 
mined. A radial support in the washer plane preserves 
symmetry ahout the washer and is the preferred support 
location. The support introduces a frequency pertur- 
bation that can be compensated by changing Rw. Ideal 
locations of a side washer support are shown by dashed 
lines in Fig. 7 for betas of 0.6 and 1.0. Electric 
fi.eld lines at one instant of time for the n/2 oper- 
ating mode are shown to demonstrate the reason for 
choosing this location - fields are perpendicular to 
or zero at the washer support. Asymmetries in the rf 
fields on-axis from cavity to cavity related to asym- 
metrical supports can be compensated by changing tD. 
A 44% change in tD produces a 10% change in the on-axis 
fields For both the fi = 0.6 and fi = 1.0 geometries with 
the lower (higher) field occurring below the disk that 
had been shortened (increased). 

More detailed information related to the calcula- 
tions described above and to a DAW structure employed 
as a “harmonic accelerator” or as a graded-beta linac 
can be found in Ref. 9. 

Experiments 

Computer studies using SUPERFISH are limited to 
cavities with cylindrical symmetry, Because cylin- 
drical symmetry of the DAW structure is broken by the 
necessity to support and cool the washer, details 
of washer support effects must be determined experi- 
mentally. 

The initial washer support configuration was a set 
of three (later four) L-shaped conductors connecting 
each washer to an adjacent disk as illustrated sche- 
matically in Fig. 8a. This support scheme makes it 
possible to assemble a DAW tank from many identical 
units. Each unit consists of an outer wall section 
of length p;/Z, n tlisk, and the washer associated with 
that disk - a concept used in the original design of 
Andreev. 1 

Because L supports lie nearly in the intermediate 
minimum potential region of the n/ZA accelerating 
mode, n/2A, they have little effect on its frequency. 
But, they do perturb the rest of the passband includ- 
ing the frequency of the n/2 coupling mode, n/2C. 
This perturbation must be determined experimentally to 
minimize accelerator tank tuning. Any type of support 
will introduce detuning that requires compensation. 

The principal objection to L supports is the in- 
herent fore-aft asymmetry in on-axis electric field, 
E, on either side of the washer. In the R-L-C coIlpled 
circuit model this asymmetry is equivalent to an im- 
balance in the nearest neighbor coupling constant, k. 
Figure 9a shows the on-axis distribution of E2 in a 
structure with L supports as measured by bead pulls. 
The 19% change in electric field amplitude from gap 
to gap, corresponding to an error Ak/k = 0.19, was 
independent of the stop band (n/ZA - n/2C). 

Field asymmetry can be compensated by translating 
disks with respect to the washers along the axis until 
a flat distribution of field amplitudes is obtained. 
A slight error in correcting the imbalance can result 
in a large field distribution tilt because the effect 
of coupling constant errors is cumulative. 
ple, if Ak/k = LOU3 for every cavitv 

For exam- 
100 cavities 

would have a 10% field tilt. TherefAre, 
ation is added to the tuning procedure. 

another oper- 
Not only must 

the n/2A and n/2C mode frequencies be within accept- 
able tolerances, but individual coupling constants 

must be adjusted to achieve an untilted distribution 
of field amplitudes, Another problem of the fore-aft 
asymmetry is that cavity terminating planes are not 
reflecting planes of a periodic structure. The stop 
band is therefore a function of tank cavity number, 
making cavity pretuning more complicated. 

These difficulties, coupled with a desire to keep 
fabrication costs low, led to a study of more sym- 
metrical washer supports. 
TT support, 

The first alternative, the 
is similar to a set of four 1, supports 

attached to both sides of each washer. This s theme 
had the desired symmetry property but was rejected 
because of mechanical problems associated with over- 
constraining the washer position. In addition, the 
extra set of supports results in slightly increased rf 
losses. 

Staggered TT supports were also considered. Two 
T’s spaced 180” apart supported washers from each 
disk. Adjacent sets of T’s were rotated by 90” 
relieving the over-constraint problem. Al though 
support rf losses are similar to that of L supports, 
fabrication and assembly are more complicated. 

Another washer support studied, the TO support 
illustrated in Fig. 8b, consists of four T supports 
connecting two washers to every other disk - inter- 
mediate disks support no washers. Figure 9b shows 
the measured on-axis distribution of E*. Note the 
19% step in E from gap to gap that alternates in sign. 
Correcting coupling constants is not as important 
because repetitive errors are no longer cumulative. 
The principal objections to the TO support are that 
the structure period is BX instead of RX/2 and that 
higher order periodicity introduces stop bands at the 
IT/4 anti 7lTl4 modes. Because the n/2 mode group velo- 
city is not appreciably affected by the extra stop 
bands, extra tuning procedures are unnecessary. 
Although this case has not been fully analyzed, 
it appears that structure stabilitv is not greatly 
affected by the new stop bands. 

The preferred washer support method uses radial 
supports in the center plane of the washer, as shown 
in Fig. 8c. Figure 9c illustrates the improved symme- 
try of the on-axis fields. Because radial supports 
are not on a zero potential surface, the nr/2A mode 
frequency is perturbed; but the 0, n/2(: an” TI mor’es 
are relatively unpertur5eJ. Radial supports in R = 
0.6 nn~~ 1 .O alllminum mod:>ls incrrdscc’ thi T1/2A mode 
freqwncy hv S4%. Support ciiampter had a mi nor 
effect on frequencv. 

Conc+lrns tlint r,ac’ial slIpports ~oulil 11ave seriolis 
effect5 on t+ ~~c~crlcrnt ing mode propertics h:1v(2 
provt’n unf ouP.c~~~d , Prt31 iminnrv me !s~ir~~rncnts s'lowed 

that the relntivc shrlnt impcdalce, Z/Q, was slightly 
higher for radial supports than for no supports. No 

evid<>nce of a c?7nnge in Q V~S note?. Copptlr bra7t’d 
mol’c>ls are being fabricate? so thn! nccllrate c,omp:lri- 
sons of Q’s and 7’s of DAW strtlct urts with TO ,ind 
radial supports can ‘JP mnllil. 

Radial supports are m~~chanicallv rnc’rtp compntihle 
with n nck scheme for bllilding DAW tanks. Tanks will 
he huil t in J’l-m sections with solid copper washers, 
copper-plated stainless-steel outer cvlindcr and disks, 
and copper-plate? stainless-steel radial supports. 
Thr large rf coupling cnnstant should eliminate the 
need to fine tune each gap. The desired T(/~A mode 
frequt>ncy collld be obtaintd by tuning all the gaps 
collectivelv. Systematic errors in coupling con- 
ctants can he ?ccommodatcd by reversing alternate 
l-m sections of a long tank. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Fur-t her nptimi7at iol\ of thi’ DAW gcomi’trv 11~s shown 
that hi Qcr ZT2 ~~111 J,I> obtained than rl>portcd 
e:;rlier? - up to 8’;% higFlrr. Rensons for I imiting 
t!lc outcar cvli ncll>r rncliu:; for most applications have 
been given and these rcsnlt in a P = I .O c:>vity that 
has a 30% highc>r ZT-? th,ln that of <an cquivalpnt LASL 
cavitv. 

Difierijnt termin,ition and washr>r support methods 
i3ve bern stur~icd. ‘T;lc radial washer support is the 
prefrrrrcl method for supporting the washer and bring- 
ing cooling water to the wasI?Pr. Tht~ full cavity ter- 
mination with coaxial coupler appears to be the best 
metllod for bridging acc~~l L-trating tnnlcs tngcther qnd 
for providing coupling from ;lil CXtPsrlal rf SoIJrCe intO 

a region not c’ircctlv expose? to t+c ecccliaratiqc! par- 
title. 

Some remaining uncertaint its associate4 wit? 
non-axial] or symmetric mnr’es , washfAr slJppf)rts ?n* onc- 
point mrrl tipnc tar nee+ tn be rt~solvell. A copper 
multicavity structurl’ is hcing built ucing the PIGMI 
fi = 0.f) p~r)ill,~try to cbttrminc Q’s nrlr’ 7’S nc,crlrntelv 
and t 0 investigatt, Ilighr>r i)r?cr modPi. 
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Fig. 3 Gap to length ratio and disk width to 
length ratio versus beta for the disk- 
and-washer geometry. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of,calculated effective shunt 
impedance, ZT , at 1 .?I:! Gflz for a LASL cavi 
and two disk-and-washer geometries as a 
function of particle beta. 
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geometry in a) half cavity, b) full cavity and 
c) full cavity with co-axial coupler 
attached. 

Fig. -I 

/O=lO /3 = 0.6 
Electric field distribution of the IT/: 
operating mode for i3=0.6 and 1.0 cavit 
showing the ideal location for a side 
support by dashed 1 ines. 

ies 

Fig. 8 Disk-and-washer structure with a) L supports, 
b) TO supports and c) radial supports. 

Z (arbitrary units) 

al b) cl 
Fig. 9 Bead pull data giving the square of the on-axis electric 

fields corresponding with the a) L supports, b) TO supports 
and c) radial supports shown in Fig. 8. 
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